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United States invaded Cambodia.
We as a nation have been placated
by President Nixon's superficial
motions in the direction of
"peace" ... which of cours!:} must be
recovered on America's terms. But
one cannot but wonder whether or
not Nixon was forced into making a
"definite" peace offer before the
November elections. Republicans
across the country undoubtedly
asked Nixon to make the peace
proposal so that the Republicans
could pay as much lip service to
peace as do the Democrats. The
possibility of once again working
with a predominantly Democratic
Congress probably prompted Nixon
to make the peace statement.
Perhaps the feeling of annui about
peace in the Ut<ited States is born
out of frustration. During the
Today is the first anniversary of moratorium Nixon ignored those
the Oct. 15 Vietnam moratorium. who asked for withdrawal from
Now, one year later, we are still Vietnam. After. the national student
involved in the Vietnam war, and we· strike for peace, Nixon appointed a
have spread the war over all of commission to study campus unrest.
Indochina. America keeps making And even the President's own
the same, drastic, humanly costly commission stated that campus
mistakes which involved us in peace hung on the precarious .Peg of
Indochina under the Eisenhower peace in Indochina.
Yet we still ignore our war. We
administration.
have
learned to live with it, just as
The moratorium was the first
national demonstration of the we have learned to live with poverty
public's frustration with a seemingly and racism. If the slow pace of
never-ending war. The moratorium withdrawal frQm Vietnam is
movement, apparently, has died. indicative of the pace in eradicating
And so has the peace movement. The our other woes, our Great American
last time students or the public got Dream of peace, fraternity and
excited about our Indochina equality will never be realized.
involvement was last May when the
Sarah Laidlaw
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By DANiEL HENNING
Federal wilderness occupies
approximately one and one half
percent of the United States ,and is
located in national parks, na~ional
forests and national wildlife refuges.
There are approximately 42
potential wilderness areas in New
Mexico. Under the Wilderness Act of
the U.S. Congress (1964), wilderness
and potential wilderness areas are
n o w b e in g c o n s i d ere d for
classification as legal and permanent
wilderness with a legal guarantee for
New Mexico and little in the United
States at this time.
Wilderness classification studies
are currently underway by the U.S.
Forest Service in the Bureau of Land
Management, National Park Service
and Fish and Wildlife Service on
lands under their jurisdiction.
Wilderness organizations such as the
New Mexico Wilderness Study
Committee are also conducting
studies on these lands and they
appear to be coming up with
d i f f e r e n t b o u n d a r Y
tecommendations in some cases. On·

the basis of these studies, public
hearings will be conducted by the
· federal agencies concerned within
the next two or three years. After
the public hearings, the U.S. Forest
Service will then determine how
much legal and permanent wilderness
in the public interest will be
recommended to Congress for final
inclusion in the National Wilderness
System.
Where do students fit into the
situation? Student participation in
wilderness classification studies has
been rather weak on a national basis.
Yet, the wilderness classification
process is extremely important in
determining how much wilderness is
to be obtained for present and future
generations. It is realistic to
recognize that value determinations
are already being made in the study
process on the assumption that it is
not humanly possible to do a
completely "objective" study. Also,
public testimony means much more
when one has actually visited the
area that is being talked about.
Relative to this, most students are
basically idealistic and generally free
of vested interests. Consequently,
they have a tremendous advantage in
identifying and analyzing intangible
and qualitative values associated with
wilderness. U.S. Forest Service
research has revealed that foresters
a r e e c o n o m i c a 11 y a n d
developmentally oriented in terms of
small communities. Hence, they have
a tendency for an automatic bias for
small segments of the total
population and for utilitarian values.
Yet wilderness decisions call for a
national, public interest orientation
of public lands with considerations
for present and future generations of
the total United States. Without
automatic biases or vested economic
interests (mining, grazing and
logging), students could contribute a
great deal in identifying and
advocating the national and public
interest in wilderness preservation.
But students' voices and
participation have been generally
absent on the wilderness scene and
the battle for wilderness needs help.
There is little organizational or
individual representation for
· wilderness from students. Although
wilderness preservation is only a part

Letters:
People Problem
To the Editor:
Among the major issues of the
1970's, the population and pollution
problems can be said to be as
important as social problems, and
they will dictate the direction
society will take if we don't. The
University community should be
among the first to change because,

of the environmental picture, all
major decisions will be made on
wilderness within the next two or
three years. In my opinion, this
warrants giving it top priority if we
are interested in quality rather than
mere survival on a shallow basis.
Without students' voices and
participation, I think a great amount
of wilderness will be lost forever.
Forest Service officials are presently
receiving tremendous pressures and
participation from groups and
individuals who are economically
motivated to oppose wilderness.
Not long ago, a student said,
"Sure, I like to hunt, fish and hike in
the wilderness, but it will be gone in
30 or 40 years. And there isn't
anything anyone can do about it."
Perhaps there will be enough
wilderness for students of this
generation, but economic and mass
recreational pressures and forces are
rapidly moving on unprotected
wilderness. However, to assume a
sense of apathy on this is to turn
one's back on responsibilities for
future generations of students. Many
future students will want the
benefits of a. rich heritage of
wilderness which many present
students now enjoy even if some do
not enter the wilderness proper. It is
the basic and unique heritage of
Americans. Quality recreation a
living museum, a rare wildlife ref~ge
scientific study and other values ar~
only some of the benefits associated
with wilderness.
That far greater majority of
students in the United States do not
have the privileges and advantages of
having a wilderness near their
institutions, as in New Mexico.
Supposedly, every institution has
s 0 me tYPe of outstanding
characteristic or unique feature of
the environment. I think that
wilderness presents a unique
influence and heritage which few
institutions of higher learning
possess. Not to do anything to
prese~e this herita~e ~s like standing
by while a rare pamtmg or priceless
treasure is destroyed; wilderness can
never be replaced after being
destroyed by development.
What can you do? Join the UNM
· Cl b d ·h
.
M?Unt am
u an t e ~ew Me.x1?o
Wilderness Study Comm1ttee, Wrtte · .

N

being small, the problems are
simplified and the individuals can be
more fully aware of them. Also, our
lives aren't controlled as rigorously
by the University.
To effect change we must change
our attitudes toward traditional
values. I suggest we start to regard
cars as nuisances rather than
necessities. We can initiate a parking
fee for all vehicles and graduate the
fees accroding to the nuisance caused
in terms of expense for providing
parking facilities as well as the noise
and pollution introduced into our
environment. This would encourage
the use of bicycles, efficiently
muffled motorcycles and small cars,
over large, noise, polluting vehicles.
With this money the University
can set an example in other ways. We
could start using reusable containers
in the coke machines and in the
cafeterias and investigate how to
otherwise lessen and reporocess
waste. We could also provide
adequate facilities for the people we
have w bile discouraging the
conception of more people by
disseminating birth control
information as well as instituting
programs giving birth control
devices, sterilizations and abortions
at no cost or a minimal cost to the
students.
Let's decide our future while we
still have the freedom to decide.
Let's not adjust to a crowded and
dirty world, but change the world to
suit us.
Mike Mauser

Union Bookstore Prices Above Average
ASUNM Store Profits Offset Union Losses in Other Areas
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being non-functional. We just keep
going deeper into the hole," said
Clarence Braker, manager of the games
area in the Union.
The 14 bowling machines cost $6720
a year for rent under a new contract.
Under the old contract, which was
adhered to for nine years; the 14 ·
machines cost $11,200 a year for rent.
"I've closed down four lanes hoping to
save some money, but it seems rather
hopeless. People just aren't bowling
that much anymore," said Braker.
Union Director Ron Baum said there
is little which can be done to cut Union
losses. "Since we don't have a student
fee which is difectly allocated to the
Union it makes the problem a very hard
one. There has been some talk of taking
out the bowling alley and replacing it
with something more profitable, but
that plan is just in the very early stages.
One thing that would help curb some
of the Union losses would be an end to
the large amount of thievery being
done in the bookstore and cafeteria on
the part of students."
Jackson estimates the bookstore
losses to be about $20,000 a year due
to thievery.
A co-op has been suggested as a way
to cut down on high book prices on
campus. Lee feels that because of the
large amount of capital needed to
finance a bookstore "a student owned
co-op bookstore would be extremely
hard to make a go of."
Baum agrees, "It would be a rough
job for students because of the high
expenses that it runs into."

cu
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Title
Nortons Anth. Eng. Lit. Vol. I
Organic Chemistry
Answer book for Org. Chern

$9.00
$11.95
$9.95

~

$9.95

Elements of Zoology
History of Art
Political Systems of Lat
America
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Pre-Registration Discussion Delayed
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bookstores throughout the Rocky
Mountain area and now a UNM
student, said his dealings with the UNM
bookstore have shown "they are not
reducing their prices in accordance with
normal profit gains. They are exploiting
the students like they are a
sub-culture."
Martin said he offered to supply the
bookstore with pencils at a cheaper
price than they are currently
purchasing them for, but did not
receive the order. "I would think they
would pass the savings on to the
students, but evidently they're not. I'd
like to know where all the profits are
going. They're surely not going back
into the bookstore."
Carrol Lee, UNM comptroller
explained, "Bookstore profits are being
used to offset the losses in other area's ·
of the Union."
Lee offered the following figures:
Thus far in fiscal year 1970 the
bookstore's income is $1,635,000.
After subtracting expenses and rent the
bookstore has a net profit of $7 4,000.
The Union, which supplies various
student organizations with rooms free
of rent, has an income of $677,000.
After expenses and rent are deducted,
the Union has a net loss of $83,930,
which is made up for by bookstore
profits. As of Oct. 1, the total loss for
the entire Union was $9930_
Loss Leader
The biggest area of losses in the
Union is the bowling alleys, which
exceed profits in operational costs.
"The bowling alleys are at the point of

Deans' Long Agendq Postpones Approval

/
and join the Wilderness Society 729
Fifteenth St. N.W., Washington,'n.c.
Visit the U.S. Forest Service; Bureau
of Land Management and the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in the
fe_deral building. These organizations
will supply you with information
an~ suggestions on how to go about
savmg the wilderness. Decisions for
and against wilderness are basically
made through the political process
and one must get involved in this
process to affect such decisions.
Essentially, the wilderness
classifications and controversies call
for value decisions involving
wilderness per se as opposed to
development and utilitarian use to
meet coming recreational and
economic demands, In these value
decisions, you have an important
part to play and you face an
unavoidable responsibility in this
role. Many years from now
hopefully,. future students will b~
li.VJ'ng·
· th
ld you left them.
•
. 111 · e wor
W~ll they bless you for saving some
~1ldern~ss for a quality life and for a
nch hentage or will they damn you
for los1'ng tl1e w·l-de
f
1
rness or a
shallow life and poor herita e? Onl
you can decide this.
g
Y

By RON BERNSTEIN
Findings of a Lobo survey indicate
that book prices at the UNM campus
bookstore are higher than at four other
Southwestern campus bookstores (See
accompanying box).
The Lobo compared prices with the
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP),
Colorado State University (CSU),
Arizona State University (ASU) and
Colorado University (CU).
For example, the findings indicate
that the four other universities sell
Norton's Anthology of English
Literature Vol. I in a soft cover edition
at an average price of $6.75. The UNM
bookstore sells only the hard cover
version for $8.45.
Similar Operations
The operation of all four campus
bookstores surveyed is similar to the
UNM bookstore. They are all located in
a student union building, and profits
from the bookstores pay for rent and
make up losses in other areas of the
unions. The same is true at UNM.
This survey was undertaken to find
out where bookstore profits are going
and to find out if the UNM bookstore
is making an above normal profit gain.
"Current prices on cosmetic items
available in the (UNM) bookstore are in
line with everybody elses, except
discount houses. The student body
should receive quality and that's what
students get when they purchase
something at the bookstore."
So said Sy Jackson, ASUNM
bookstore manager, in reply to a Lobo
letter to the editor charging that the
bookstore maintains extremely high
prices.
Jackson did a survey of his own
comparing the prices of sundries at
University Drug Store with the campus
books tore prices. "I found little
difference between similar items sold at
both stores. The campus store prices
are even cheaper in certain instances,"
said Jackson.
However Gene Martin, a former
salesman for a supplier of campus
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By EVERETT ROBINSON
UNM deans yesterday failed to
discuss the question of pre-registration
"due to the length" of their agenda.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Chester Travelstead said the deans had
discussed the matter at previous
meetings, but due to the the length of
the agenda were unable to take up the
issue.
If the pre-advisement, registration
system is approved by the deans and
President Ferrel Heady, returning
students will register for their falll971
classes sometime this spring. Freshmen
and transfer students would register
during special two-day orientation
sessions during the summer.
William Huber, dean of University
College, was scheduled to present to
the deans meeting an estimate of the
costs involved in implementing a
pre-advisement, registration system.
Huber and 'l'ravelstead believe the
added expense of housing and feeding
the freshmen in the dorms for the two
days could be covered by increasing the
matriculation fee to $25 (currently
$10). "This increase would cover not
only the orientation, but any
advisement services they might receive
in their four years at UNM," said
Huber.
To accommodate the large number
of freshmen students, five or si.x of
these sessions would be held
throughout the summer. "If we find
that this is too many sessions, H said
Huber, "we could always cut back next
year."
After the freshmen turn in their
pre-registration requests, the number of
class sections will be re-adjusted to
mee.t the demand. "This would

continue right up to two weeks before
classes begin," the chairman said. Then
a fmalized course-load schedule would
be sent to the student. Changes in
program would be made through
drop-add procedures. "But then it's the
student's fault if he can't get into a
class-he had his opportunity."
A residual session would be
necessary just before classes begin and
such a session would precede the the
opening of spring and summer sessions
for all new students.
Faculty Changes
This changeover would require some
alterations in the faculty's office hour
requirements. Under contract
obligations, a faculty member is
required to spend a minimum number
of hours a week in his office. ·It would
be expected, under a pre - advisement -

registration system, that all faculty
should serve any student who seeks
them out on any subject academic in
nature. Questions concerning
departmental requirements, course
alternatives, course content, career
possibilities are included in this
activity.
Since many problems span
departments and colleges, it is proposed
that a core of faculty advisors be
trained in the basic requirements for all
seven degree-granting colleges. This
core would be selected for their interest
in youth and .their problems, and
demonstrated studen.t appeal.
It would be expected that at least
one advisor with special interest,
competence and a rapport for each
significant minority group of students
be included in this core.

Mirage photo
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Quebec Premier Bour.assa
~Okays Prisoners' Release
MONTREAL (UPI)- Quebec
Premier Robert Bourassa, making
what he termed a "final offer"
agreed to l'elease five of 23
prisoners in return for two
officials kidnaped by a terrorist
separatists. The Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. said Thursday
night.
Earlier, combat ready troops
armed with rifles, pistols and
submachine guns were · ordered
into Montreal, Canada's largest
city, to guard public buildings and
officials from possible attack by
the separatists.
The FLQ kidnaped British
diplomat James Cross 11 days ago
'" and Quebec Labor Minister Pierre

Chevron ~~~~~~~v

~

~

24 Hr. Reserved Parking
$7.50 per month

Laporte Saturday, threatening to
execute them. Bourassa's offer
was the first break in this week's
negotiations for their freedom.
The separatists have demanded
all 2 3 prisoners be 1·eleased and
given passage to Cuba or Algeria,
and have asked $500,000 ransom
in gold from the government.
Bourassa's offer was to free five of
the 23 prisoners as soon as Cross
and Laporte are returned safely.
In addition, the Premier offered
to provide the plan to take the
kidnap~;>r.~ and the prisoners to the
country of their choice, with the
Red Cross as intermediary. All
other demands were rejected
including the gold ransom, and
Bourassa said it was the
government's final offer."
There was no immediate
response from the kidnapers.
Trudeau, who canceled a trip to
the Soviet Union because of the
cns1s, also disclosed t.he
government was considering
invoking the Emergency War
Measures Act which would
sus pend civil liberties, permit
police to make unlimited search
and seizures and prevent citizens
from suing the government for
false arrest.

~ Central at University
Rusty Gower, Dealer

Lube Job
~w% Off
lobo's Beat the Aggies

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF U.N.M.
PRESENTS
.POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
.

'
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THE

OLEN CAMPBEL[ ·
SHOW

&TE"N

1i

CAMPBELL
PLUS

LARRY McNEELEY

SATURDAY

SPECIAL GUESTS

C(l:iAYLORD AND HOLIDAY

OCTOBER 17
7:30 PM

TICKETS

$3.50- $4.50- $5.50- $6.50
U.N.M. Student Rates Available

U.N. M.
Basketball Arena

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT THE U.N.M. STUDENT TICKET OFFICE-FINE ARTS
BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE AND K AND II

CLEANERS--.
109 YALE S.E.

·we Get Your Clothes Sweet-N-Cfean•

Homecoming Special
4 Shirtsl$1

I
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
MASH

MASH will meet tonight at 6
p.m. Persons interested in joining
MASH are invited.

Homecoming Dance
Omega Psi Phi Homecoming
dance will be Saturday at the
Holiday lnn East, 12901 Central
NE. Everyone is invited.
Admission price will be $1. Neil
. Murray will be the master of
ceremonies.

Recital
A free public recital by an
8 0-piece orchestra will be in
Popejoy Hall, Saturday, at 11:30
a.m. The 80 members of the
orchestra will be selected from
over 400 young instmmentalists
attending the UNM's 14th annual
string clinic.
Besides the string specialist
from New Mexico public schools,
there will be three guest soloists at
the recital: George Robert, piano;
Joanna DeKeyser, cello; and
Leonard Felberg, violin.

. i

Non-Music Majors Fill )3and
Many Student VolunteeTs Played in High School
Television and radio coverage
of collegiate sports events led to
the growth of marching bands,
said Fred Dart, UNM's new band
director.
"People heard and saw
marching bands at other school's
sports events and then wanted the
local school to have one," said
Dart.
The 100-piece UNM Marching
Band will perform at the halftime
crowning ceremony at Saturday's
Homecoming game against New
Mexico State University.
Dart, who came to UNM this
year and was formerly band
director of the University of
Kentucky, traced the
development of college marching
bands and dis cussed the
mechanics of getting the band
together.
"Marching bands began with
military bands, usually from the
ROTC units, who used to march
on the field, very slow, very
ceremoniously, Purdue University
was the first to put a large band,
more than 300 persons, on the
field."
.
Interest in marching bands grew
during the 1920's, the era of the
growth of the big school and the
big school image, Dart said, High
school and college bands became
popular "at about the same time."
Now a few schools require
marching band participation of
music students but most are on a
"volunteer basis."
Students volunteer for the band
and a large percentage of
non-music students is "not
unusual," said Dart.
"Students from outside the
music department were usually in
their marching bands in high
school and wanted to continue to
participate."
Over half of UNM's band
members are non-music majors,
ranging from physics to political
science majors.
Dart pointed out regional
differences in band presentations.
"Schools from the Midwest, the
Big 10 schools, use themes. They
perform many numbers related to
one theme, such as a TV show."
Southern schools have more of
a "pagaent" presentation, "with

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma. Donors Needed I
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
Tues.-S&t. 8-5

floats and pretty girls waving" on
the field. Bands from the rest of
the country depend more on
"continuous motion formations,
lines, diamonds, obliques," Dart
said.
Choreography of the
formations of a marching band
will depend on "the individual
director" and the number of
people in the band, he said. "It's
something you learn by doing."
Dart lays out possible
formations on a simulation board
marked like a football field with
small counters to designate band
members.
"Then we have to decide how it
will look from the different angles
in the stadium. Sometimes a
variance of 30 degrees can make a
circle look entirely different, for
example," he said.
Instruction sheets and music
are then distributed to all the
band members. "With 15 numbers
in a show and 100 members in the
band that is a lot of ditto work,"

he said.
The group practices three times
a week and has performed at two
of the Lobo home games.
drenched, and all the kids had to
shell out $1.25 to get their
univorms cleaned," said Dart.

Quito

The group will travel with the
team to Wyoming next week.
"Our only function is to
support the team. Sometimes
when the team is not doing so
well, everybody is blamed, even
the band for perhaps not playing
enough," Dart commented.
Relations with the team and
coaches are good, he said, and the
marching band will be playing for
the football team this afternoon
at practice at the request of Rudy
Feldman.
At the end of football season
the marching band coalesces into
the Pep Band, a small 25-member
group which plays at basketball
games.

ASUNM Coffers Low
fees paid by part-time students,
GSA funding and money left in
the reserve fund.
Activity fees and special fees
totaled $122,936 this semester.
GSA paid ASUNM $8101 for fees
sharing worked out last spring on
a percentage basis for services
used by GSA members. In
addition, ASUNM had $2022.81
in the reserve fund.
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By SUSAN EMBACH
Congress laid a knife at the
throat of UNM's Andean Study
and Research Center when it cut
1971 appropriations for foreign
language training and area studies
o v c r $ 7 m iII ion, from
$15,300,000 to $8,000,000.
The Andean Center, located in
Quito, Ecuador, was created in
:).968 by Marshall R. Nason,
director of UNM's Language and
Area Ct>nter for Latin America
and Sabine Ulibarri, professor of
modern languages at UNM.
It is designed to give students
interested in differing aspects of
Latin American an opportunity to
enhance their skills in their
specific fields of study while living
in a South American country.
Operational support funds from
the federal government for the
progran,'A first year and grant
monies for the second are no
longer available. Even with state
financial support the program is
running in the red this year.
"Currently the program is
operating at a 50 percent support
level," Nason said. "We can't
continue to operate in a deficit
situation."
Lack of students is one reason
for financial woes.
Higher altitude diversaions
include snow shoeing, crevass
descending and glacial avoidance.

m

Kempers
Glenn R. Kempers has joined
the faculty of the UNM School of
Medicine, as an assistant professor
of community medicine and
surgery and director of emergency
medical services.
Kempers attended UNM in
1954 and 1958, majoring in
zoology.

Tobias
Henry J. Tobias, formerly a
professor in the UNM history

Pol Sc Courses
Two new political science
courses will be added this spring.
Ethnic Politics, taught by Chris
Garcia, will concentrate equally
on the Chicano movement,
Native-American political
movements and the black
movements. The second course
taught by Jay Sorenson will be
concerned with Disarmament and
Arms Control.

Lack of Students, Funds
Threatens Andean Center

I

Remainder of Budget $17 ,ooo
The ASUNM Senate has only
$21,794.81-about 16 percent of
the total budget for the first half
of the fiscal year-left to allocate
this semester, according to the
ASUNM treasurer's report
released at Wednesday night's
Senate meeting.
The figure was compiled as of
Wednesday and does not take into
consideration $3958 allocated
that evening by Senate. If all
those bills are signed by ASUNM
President Eric·Nelson, Senate will
have $17,836,81 left to allocate
this semester.
Senate had a total of
$133,059.81 for the first half of
the fiscal year, $100,693.50 of
which was budgeted last spring,
leaving $32,366.31, or aoout a
fourth of the total, .for this
semester.
.
In addition to the $3958
allocated Wednesday, Senate has
allocated· $10,571.50 this
semester to Agora (UNM's new
crisis control center), Radio
Board, Film Committee;
Homecoming,. Students for
Environmental Action, the
International Center and UNM
Draft Counselors.
ASUNM income is derived
largely from activity fees paid by
all full-time students. They also
have income from special activity

The UNM Andean Center,
located in Quito, Ecuador is
designed to ·give students
interested in Latin American
Studies an opportunity to live and
learn in the heart of the country.

"At the first game the band got

members attending were Gerald
Nash and Richard Ellis. John
Kessell represented the "New
Mexico Historical Review" at the
meeting.
Students who attended were
Gerald Ogden, Gerald Theisen,
William Pickens, Lloyd
Krestensen, Malcolm Kenyon and
Craig Ratchner.

"To keep the program
self-supporting about 50 to 55
students should be down there,"
Nason said. 31 students are now
studying at the center.
Finances are the main reason
for student cancellations. Either a
student can't swing the $1500
(the approximate cost for one
school in Ecuador which includes
tuition, international and
in-country travel) or they get
scholarships elsewhere.
Nason's deparmtent has no
scholarships available, but other
college departments have
scholarship monies earmarked for
the program. For example the
Scripps-Howard journalism
scholarships enable two or three
students a year from the
journalism department to attend
the center.
The program is on shaky
ground and its survival will
depend largely on state funds and
student tuitions. Cooperation
with another university at the
center to keep it alive is in the
"exploration stage," Nason said.

department, has been named
chairman of the history
department at Kansas State
University.
Tobias resigned from the UNM
faculty two years ago and moved
to the University of Oklahoma.

Chevron Grants
Rodney Loewen, UNM senior
in chemical engineering, has been
awarded a $500 scholarship by
Chevron Oil Company, Western
Division.
Chevron also gave the UNM
chemical engineering department
a $500 departmental grant.

Law Students
For students interested in
attending law school, Dean Olin
Russel of the University of
Colorado School of Law will
speak Monday night, Oct. 19, at
7:30, Mitchell Hall, room 110.

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

History
Nine people from UNM
attended the Western History
Conference in Reno, Nev., Oct.
7-10.
History department faculty

Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine
P. Ballantine & Sons, Nownrk, New Jersey

AA&B TV Sewing :VIachinc
Sales & Service

WE BUY, SELL AND
TRADE
1706 Central S.E.

PoJP>ejoy

Beautiful Diamond Solitaires
~

2+7-8229

Hall

$195

$150

$250

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Present

$295

"His Compositions Overcome The
Boldest Science Fiction of Our Times."

$395

-Belgrade Politika

4 shirts laundered, starched for $1
when you bring in $3 worth of dry
cleaning

$500

NIKOLAIS

NO INTEREST
OR CARRYING
CHARGE WHILE
IN LAYAWAY

DANCE THEATER

,Illustrations
Eqlarged

Tuesday, October 20-8:15 p.m.

Special good Fri., Oct. 16-Sat., Oct. 17

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY

tape ret;:orders, ampiif!ers; r~ceiye~s, record players and
.
. All Sizes and Prices .·
·
·
Com~ by and see our custoni sound.room for ·opfimu.m co'mr;>arisons

lin-:· of

Complete

spea~ers.

.

SALES
JUST SOUTH OF UNIV£RSITY DRUG

5003 Menaul NE

.

.;
Open9-7

.

Tickc.ts $6.50, Ci'.OO, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

UNM Student with Activity Cards

.

V:!

PRICE

Student Accounts Invited

SERVICE
Tcl..:..277·3121

Fri. 'til 9 PM . 268-4227

;
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Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily
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HOUSE DECORATION TOUR

Project C~:mnsels, Tutors, Rewards
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·Wlndian Dropouts Studied, Helped
American Indian or other
minOl'ity group students may be
scared away by bureaucratic
procedures and go _home before
they complete registration at a .
school like UNM.
Or, as one Indian student at
UNM did this fall, a student may
miss his first four meals before he
finds out the fees he has paid
include the cost of the meals.
The first spot to look for causes
of a high drop out rate among
minority group college students,
the co-directors of a new project
at UNM have decided, is the

ller ltlirotrsthnitlel
MIX OR MATCH SALE
5 FOR $1.00
chili dog
french fries
mustard dog
kraut dog
baked beans
Through Oct. 18

4201 Central
4901 Lomas
5810Menaul

olympia
RestauRant
& lounqe

registration procedure.
Robert Norris, a Navajo Ph.D.
candidate, and James G. Cooper, a
College of Education faculty
memoer, decided to do something
about the attrition rate of Indian
students,
They obtained $40,256 from
the Ford Foundation to intitiate a
research and action program
called the Native-American
Bicultural Project,
The program began last month
by giving assistance to Indian
students during registration.
In one case this fall a student
arrived at the University with a
scholarship approved, but had
followed none of the
othe;procedures needed for
admission. The project staff was
able to expedite the case and get
the student into school.
In other cases, staff members
were able to steer students away
from a schedule loaded with
courses requiring extensive
reading-the type of schedule
which could cause a student to
quit.
Indian students, Cooper says,
are more likely to have a family
background which includes little
experience dealing with a
bureaucracy, except the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. UNM's
bureaucracy apparently is unlike
the BIA's. "We need procedures
which are able to cope with these
students' problems," Cooper
believes.

4110 Edith N.E.

Daily Specials
•

breakfast
• lunch
• dinn"r

(jR€€K

01nneRs

appetizers e dinners
e salads e desserts
Served from 5 p.m. on

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours, Mon.-Thurs., 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sot., 7 a.m.-1 0 p.m.
344-4172 Owner & chef John E. Athans

Enlarged to

s~w

Offers You
JO<.( Student Discount

Posters, Blacklights
Bedspreads, Leather Goods,
Jewelry And Many More
Unusual Gifts
242-2018
2218 Central S.E.
Across The Campus

detail
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The project includes tutoring
and counseling services, special
English courses, twice-a·month
seminars taught by No1•ris and the
collection of data used to try to
find out why Indian students are
less likely to finish college.
But the most usual feature-at a
university level-is the reward
system.
Indian students, for example,
can earn $1 an hour for time
spent in the library or $ for
attending a. counseling session.
Some 25 Indian upperclassmen
have been selected to tutor other
Indians. The number being
tutored also is about 25, Norris
says, and is increasing.
The special English sections
were arranged by Dean Brodkey,
assistant professor of elementary
education. The sections are taught
by two special instructors.
Indian-related material replaces
the conventional reading in the
introductory course.
Norris' seminar gives the Indian
students a chance to see the ways
in which their cultures and the
majority culture are alike and
different.
Analysis of the effects of the
program will be aimed at
determining the influence of the
student's know lege of his own and
the majority culture on his
chances for success in college.
Norris and Cooper agree a student
who may have ability could be in
trouble as he understands his own
culture but not the majority
culture.
The number of times a student
participates in different parts of
the program will be analyzed to
see what effect it has on his
grades, staying in school and
attitudes toward the University.
This part of the imalysis may
furnish some idea of the
usefulness of an ethnic studies
program, such as UNM's
Native-American Studies program.
The Cooper-Norris project
works closely with the
Native-American Studies program.
About 97 of the 186 Indians
enrolled at UNM have participated
in at least one phase of the
project.
Norris' work in Indian schools
includes assignments as an
educational specialist at Fort
Wingate, Navajo social studies
developer at the Rough Rock
Demonstration School in Arizona
and director of curriculum
planning at Ramah.

:
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and lau~dry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

World
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News

"GREAT INVENTIONS"

1,
2.

1
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Chi Omega

{

{

4. Float- l\lavy
5, Float-PI Kappa Alpha-Blast 'Em Lobos
Kappa Alpha Theta
6, Phi Gamma Delta-Lobo Cannonball
7. Alpha Delta Pi-Lobos Roll the Aggies
8. Delta Delta, Dolta-Plasticiz:e State
9. Kappa Alpha-Watch the Lobos Trap the Aggies
10, Town Club-Roll 'Em Over Aggics
11 •• Kappa Kappa Gamma-Break Their Current String
12. Delta Gamma~lt's Music to our Ears
13. P1 Beta Phi-One Small Step for Man
14. Phi Delta Theta-Bale Them Aggies
15. Chi Omega-You've Got it all Sewn up, Lobes

By United Press International

Egyptians Vote for President

l..___®

[

SAN FRANCISCO-More than 150 patients at two California state
hospitals have been injected with a so-called "fright drug" which brings
them so near death they modify their anti-social behavior,
The drug, called succinylcholine, is a muscle relaxant that acts
quickly, paralyzing the body while the individual lies on a bed unable
to move or breathe for as long as two minutes.
The drugged person is wide awake and experiences a vivid fear of
imminent death, according to David Owen, former chief medical officer
at the Vacaville Medical Facility of the state prison system.
Under a technique called "aversion therapy," the patient is so
frightened that he changes his anti-social behavior.
A therapist sits at the patient's bedside, scolding him for his
anti-social behavior and urging him to think before he acts.
An article describing experiments at Vacaville and at the Atascadero
State Hospital near Los Angeles was published by Medical World News.

albuquerque at

Soviet Airplane Hijacked
ISTANBUL-A truck driver and his teen-age son hijacked a Soviet
Aeroflot airliner to Turkey Thursday, killing a stewardess and seriously
wounding the pilot, co-pilot and a passenger.
It was the first known successful hijacking of a Soviet plane.
Turkish police said the pair was armed with sawed-off rifles, pistols
and hand grenades and forced the AN·24 twin-engine turboprop to
divert from its domestic flight in Russia and land at Trabzon on the
Black Sea coast of northern Turkey. There were 46 passengers snd five
crew members aboard the plane.
The hijackers were identified as Brazinskas Korcjevo, 46, and his son,
Algerdas, 18, both Lithanians living in Uzbekistan, a central Asian
Soviet republic. Korejevo told police in Trabzon he was a truck driver
and requested political asylum for himself and his son. Both were
arrested, a Turkish police spokesman said.

UNITED NATIONS-The General Assembly will begin a full scale
debate on the Mideast after the 25th annivt'rsarv ct'lebrations are
completed, a United Nations spokesman said Thursday.
If the debate degenerates into a shouting match, it was considered
possible the United States would make public some of the evidence
Secretary of State William P. Rogers has said "conclusively provt>s"
Egypt, with Russian help, violated the ceasl'·firt> agrt>emt'nl.
Rogers arrived Thursday to meet with Egyptian Fon•ign Minister
Mahmoud Raid in an effort to get tlw peace talks going ngain.
Earlier in the day, Joseph J. Sisco, assistant secretary of st.atl• for
Near Eastern Affairs, said on a network lelt>vision show that Bgyptian
; cease-fire violations, resulting in tlw introduction of SAM missilPs in the
~ cease-fire zone, were continuing.
~ _ U.S. o~ficials said they believe the Soviet Union and Egypt would
~ }_Ike ~o _fm;? a pe~c(•f~l solutio~ to the Mideast but the problem of
11 rect1fymg the VIOlatwns-pulhng bacl1 th!' missih·~-app<'ared almost
insurmountable.
Rogers sought. from Haid sonw I'Xplanation fm· tlw violations and
also was expect1•d to seck an explanation fmm Soviet Foreign MinislPr
Andrei Gromyko when the two m(•et today.

Dormitory and greek house residents have been
asked to remove all cars from along the
Homecoming House Decoration Tour (arrows) by 3
p.m. today. Any vehicles not removed, will be

towed away. The annual luminarios tour will begin
at 7:30. p.m. from Girard Blvd. campus entrances.
Float and house decorations along the tour are
indicated by numbers as follows:

Alums Announce Award
The Alumni Association has
Friday, Oct. 16
selected the late Donovan
National Board of Directors of
Richardson as the 1970 winner of Alumni Association; Union, des~rl
the association's most prestigious room; noon.
Hause Decoration Competition;
award-the Zimmerman Award.
7:30p.m.
Dance; Union: 8 Jl.m.
Richardson, who was UNM
UNM Orchestra concert; Popejoy
student body president in 1920, Hall;
8 p.m.
left UNM as a junior to go to
Saturday, Oct. 17
Oxford College, England, as a
Navy Students of 1940's: Union,
Rhodes Scholar. While at Oxford, north ballroom; 7:30a.m.
All-University Women's Brcal<fast;
Richardson was nominated to the
Uni(lllt desert room~ 8 a.m.
New Mexico State Lcgisla Lure.
I~ctterman's Breakfast; Union.
Returning to New Mexico fa~ulty loungt•: 8:30a.m.
Past President~s Breakfast: Union't
Richardson served one term in the
coun<"il
room: 9 a.m.
House of Representatives but
Golden Alumni Reunion Breakfast;
declined re-nomination to go to La Placita, Old Town; 9:30a.m.
Lobo Luncheon; Arena, 11:30 a.m.
work for the Christian Science
J,obo-Aggie football game; Stadium;
Monitor. After joining the
1:30 p.m.
Monitor he quickly worked his
Law School rcet•ption; 2·101 Indian
way up to chief editorial writH, a S~hool Rd.: 4 p.m.
"Attitudt• Itead.iustxnent Hour":
position he held for nearly 30
Tau Omega Hous<': 4 p.m.
years until his retirement a few Alpha
Class of 1930 reunion cocktail
years ago.
party; Co<.'ino dP Curios: 4901 Lomas
The award will be accepted by Blvd. N.E.; 7 p.m.
Richardson's son, Robert, at the
Golden Alumni Reunion breakfast
in La Placita, Old Town, Saturday
morning,

C. lass of 1960 rt•union coclttail
party; .Midtown Holiday Inn, Menaul at
University; 7 p.m.
Class of 1945 reunion cocktail
party; Midtown Holiday Inn; 7 p.m.
Letterman's Association reception~
Sunpart Sunroom; 7:30p.m.
Glen Campbell Concert; Arena; 7
p.m.

LUTHERAN&
EPISCOPAL
Worship Schedule
LUTHERAN
at 11 :00 a.m.

The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL

at 9:30a.m.&: 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday and St. Days, 12:30 p.m.
The Rev. William Crews.
at Canterbury Chapel
425 l'niversity NE

TilE ( :1 'LT\ 'RAL PlwGRA:>.I Co:-.r:>.'lrrrm·:
AND 'J"nE DEI'ARTMENT OF LANGUAGES

COLOR ORGANS

Present

DIRECT !<ROM MADRID

$1.00 to $5.77

ES.-fA NC)CHE

Gompll'lc 1't'oordinu, rrtmir cmcl
sands of

facilities.

tapes

TEATRO

Thou·

to choonc from-

listen before 1/0U buy 1
Bani;Amcricnrd/Master (..barge

Twn plays by Ramon del Valle-Inchan
in Spanish

look for the orange bldg.

LA CABEZA DEL BAUTISTA
LA ROSA DE PAPEL

256-7241
s~>-~'~ MA
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"The Unusual as Usual"
N.E.

we come anms
driving
never
sounded
so
good.
If traffic's a bit sticky, let
Sony's new Model 20 car
stereo cassette player
loosen things up. It's the
most powerful car stereo
on the road. a true
12 watts RMS. You'll love it.
Each cassette brings you up to two
hours of your favorite music distraction-free. Easy to operate,
the Modo! 20 features exclusive
lnsta-Load, automatic
ejection, fast-forward and
rewind controls and
pushbutton operation.
Driving never sounded
so good!
So get off to a
good start now with
the new Model 20 car
stereo. Drive In and
see us today.
Then enjoy music
by the mile
with the
Sony Model 20-

only 109.95

(#I•)§£i

SUPERSCOPQ

You never heard it so good. ®

M.indlin

Tkkcts-Adnlts $2.00, Students $1.50

3011 MONTE VISTA BOUL.EVARD, NE

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

Tel.-277-3121

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO B7'.106

;\IONDAY, October 2<i-8: 15 p.m.

Jewelers Since' 1919
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BLACK LIGHTS
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Homecoming Tour

Homccoining Activities

UN Plans Mideast Debate

Japrrhark.a

.

.

rings. are availa

POSTERS

.
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Fright Drug Developed

STROBE LIGHTS

How do you decide which shape is best for her
own hand? Stop in and let's try them on
for a look! All diamond solitaires shown
are from our special collection of the
five most wanted shapes. All in 18 karat
white 99ld. From the top: Round cut, $395.
Emerald cut, $475. Oval, $550. Pear, $675.
Marquise, !;;750. Others from $150.

t....J+++·•················+:O
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CAIRO-Egyptians voted Thursday in a nationwide referendum to
confirm Anwar Sadat as president of Egypt, succeeding the late Gamal
Abdel Nasser whose foreign and domestic policies he has pledged to
continue. Sadat, the only candidate, was expected to win an
overwhelming endorsement.
The Arab-Israeli cease-fire lines remained quiet but there was no
letup in the diplomatic war of words over the crisis in the Middle East.
Final results are expected to be announced today and Sadat sworn in
for a full six-year term on Saturday. He already has said he will rule
with a collective leadership-he repeatedly told visitors ''I will never be
able to shoulder the responsibility alone-it will have to be shared."

V !'rsification ](•ads to litPrarv
delusions of tlw w•rst sort.
-

THE FIVE MOST WANTED DIAMONDS

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates fo,· dissertations--required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247-4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Alpha Tau Omega-Ecology
Lambda Chi Alpha

3.

'-JI

kopy karner

Reap the Aggies

Floats

· Convenient Te.rms
.Downtown
Mon,-Sat. 9:30-5:30

SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Page 5
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'Pups Face Arizona 1n Season Opener
By BILL PIKE
As the temperatures drop and it
starts to feel like good football
weather in New Mexico, UNM
freshman coach Jerry Hardy has
been preening one of the strongest
teams in years for Saturday's
opener against the Arizona
Wi!dkittens at Tucson.
Hardy has been awaiting this
debut in what he co11siders his
toughest 1970 ballgame. He and
the five assistant coaches have
been scouring the country for the
top high school and prep school
talent.
"We won't throw the ball much
against Arizona," says Hardy. This
tactic would seem to put running
quarterback, Bruce Boone, at a
distinct advantage. Hardy also
hopes to play quarterback Larry
Eckl equally with Boone, when
the play calls for a good arm.
The quarterbacks will be using

UNM's unique triple option
attack. The choice of options is
always made as the play develops,
with leeway to allow him to
compensate for sudden changes.
Arizona will be coming off a
strong win over UTEP, 25-3.
Hardy hopes to repeat last year's
frosh victory over Arizona by
emphasizing the basics· in
Saturday's game. A basic offensive
attack by the Wolfpups will show
"backs blocking more aggressively
than would usually be the case,"
says Hardy.
UNM uses a "Veer-type"
blocking employing little pulling
by the linemen. "There will be a
Jot of double-teaming too," states
Hardy.
This seekend's tame will be a
crucial test for the backfield. "We

have some outstanding backs in
John Brooks and Dave Titus and
also fullback Rich Diller, who will
be our starting backs out of the
Wishbone Y," says Hardy.
Brooks gained more than a
1000 yards rushing in his two
seasons at Denver's Aurora High
School. Last year he was the
leading rusher at Air Force
Academy prep in Colorado
Springs.
Diller, (6-2, 195) was an
All-State pick in the defensive end
slot at Washington High in
Phoenix. He will be switched to

TWO LOCATIONS:

·f

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255·0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag& Requir&d

the fullback position in Saturday's
game. Titus, the same size as
Diller, will fill the halfback job.
He was an All-League pick for two
years straight at Gary High School
in Claremont, Calif. Titus was also
selected as Player of the Year in
San Gabrial Valley.
Mike Sanchez of Albuquerque
will start offensively at left gum·d.
Sanchez is one of the few starters
who isn't on scholarship.
"Most of the guys that last out
the season are scholarship
l'ecruits," states Hardy. "We began
with 53 team members and the
eight or so that we cut were
non-scholarship." This seems to
be the case throughout the
country in a system that smacks
of professionalism.
A big Wolfpup starting offense
will also include Gary Pack (250)
at right tackle, James Maid (220)
at left tackle, Thomas Perz (200)
at center, David Cook (220) will
right guard and Gary Schneider
(180) at split end.
John Coyle (200) will start as
linebacker, Ted Green (220) will

play left tackle, Chuck Ratley
(200) will be left end, Shaun
Dunn (215) at rigqt tackle, and
Jim Root at right end.
Linebacker Dan Fitzgerald
{215) and Steve Bradshaw will
secure the defense.
The outlook for the defensive
secondary is excellent with Steve
Ernst ( 185) at left corner, Marl'
Hanna (165) at right corner, Larry
Hanna ( 17 5) at strong safety and
Paul Lebarrere (165) at weak
safety.
Among the best kickers in the
WAC are Wolfpups Bmce Boone,
kicking off and punting, and Mike
Young for extm points and field
goals.
Arizona will be the team's only
away game. On Oct. 24 they will
meet Arizona State; UTEP, Oct.
31; and the University of Mexico
of Mexico City on Nov. 21.
Coach Hardy is assisted by
defensive line coach Jim Miller,
offensive back coach Tom
Pannell, linebacker coach Gary
Rappetto, defensive back coach
Jack Pautsch, and Jerry
McCleuger on the line.

Lobo Picks

1:}-

l:f

No.
14
18
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
34
35
37
44

NEED ARIDE
TO THE
GAME?
BUSES LEAVE
JOHNSON GYM

12:40& 1:10
RETURN AFTER
THE GAME

30c or 25c ADULT TOKEN
ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT

The only 15¢ f1amburger
1n town ...

60
62
63
66
68
73
74
75
77
78
79
83
84
85
86
87

Pos
QB
DB
HB
HB
DB
HB
HB
HB
HB
LB
FB
LB
SAF
LC
SE
RC
HB
SAF
LB

c
c

LB
DB
DB
OG
OG
DT
DT
OT
DG
DE
DT
DE
OG
HB
SE
TE
TE
SE

Hgt
6-0
6-0
6-0
6·2
5-8
5-10
5-11
5-11
5-9
6-2
6-2
6-1
5-10
6-0
5-11
5-10
5·9
6-1
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-2
5-11
6-3
6-2
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-4
6-5
6-0
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-3
5-7

Wgt
170
190
190
195
170
175
185
180
161
190
195
200
175
185
185
165
165
180
215
200
205
200
200
185
220
228
220
215
220
200
195
250
200
200
190
180
210
185
155

New Mexico State at New Mexico

UNM, 28-14

UNM, 35-19

UNM, 46-21

UNM, 39-24

Arizona State at Brigham Young

ASU, 30-7

ASU, 48-12

ASU, 34-18

ASU, 33-14

Colorado State at UTEP

UTEP, 14-10

csu, 17-14

UTEP, 27-10

csu, 24·21

Utah at Wyoming

Utah, 15-6

Utah, 20-14

Utah, 30-15

Utah, 28-16

Aggies Test Lobo Attack
The Lobos have a chance to
push their record over the .500
mark for the first time since the
Wolfpack was 1·0 after the first
game of the 1967 season. But to
do it, the Lobos are going to have
to beat the New Mexico State
Aggies, who are not going to let
them do it easily.
The Wolfpack hopes to keep its
rushing game in high gear after
advancing to third in the nation in
that category 1ast week by
totaling 410 yards against San
Jose.
The Aggies will be looking to
avenge their freak loss last year in
Las Cruces. One man in particular,
and he happens to be the Aggies
most potent weapon, will be
looking for some personal
vengence. He is Ron "Po" James,
the powerful tailback, who was
responsible for allowing the Lobos
to win it last year. Having already
been named the games' most
valuable player, James fumbled on
the New Mexico four yard line
just as the Aggies seemed ready to
score an insurance TD and up
their 21-17 lead. The fumbled
occurred with less than two
minutes remaining in the game.
Four long passes later and the
Lobos had turned the tables to
win the thriller, 24-21. It was a
game that plenty of Aggie players
still think about regularly.
The Aggies have been scouted
as having a big, hard-hitting line
and four of the most explosive
backs around. They are 2-3 on the
season, but with a little luck could
have been 3-2 or even 4-1. They
run a multiple offense with just
about every look a defense must
face. They also run a seven man
front on defense, which the Lobos

Hometown
Pomona, Calif.
San Gabriel, Calif.
Berkeley, Calif.
Claremont, Calif.
Chicago, Ill.
Sudan, Texas
Aurora, Colo.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Hereford, Texas
Phoenix, Ariz.
Livermore, Calif.
Sudan, 'rexas
Pleasant Hill, Calif.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Plainview, Texas
Pomona, Calif.
Aurora, colo.
Concord, Calif.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Farmington, N.M.
Phillips, Texas
Redlands, Calif.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Boulder, Colo.
Holyoke, Mass.
Grants, N.M.
Ontario, Calif.
Huntington Park, Calif.
Ontario, Calif.
Arvada, Colo.
Cortez, Colo.
Clackamas, Oregon
Concord, Calif.
Tulsa, 0 kla.
Grand Junction, Colo.
Albuquerque, N.M.

have not faced yet this year and
will have to adjust to.
The Lobos run the regular
Wishbone Y offense most of the
time, and if their rushing totals
signify success, the Aggies have to
be worried about the rushing
foursome of ·Sam Scarber, Fred
Henry, Rocky Long and Nate
McCall. All four of the starting
backs are presently in the top 10
in the WAC rushing statistics,
including Scarber at the top and
Henry in the third slot.
This will be the last

non-conference contest for the
Lobos before they plunge into
five straight WAC games.
Gametime for the Homecoming
contest tomorrow is 1:30 p.m.

The Lobo grapplers open
practice five days a week
beginning Monday for their
1970-71 season. This year's
schedule has the team competing
in 12 dual meets and three
tournaments.
The Lobos will host five meets
and their own invitational
tournament. This year's
tournament, The New Mexico
Invitational will have nine teams
competing in a twg-day affair.
The team will travel to Arizona
twice for tournaments, competing
in the Arizona Invitational in
Tucson, and the Sun Devil
Tournament in Tempe. Other
road trips will include jaunts to
Colorado to wrestle Colorado
State, Colorado School of Mines,
and Fort Lewis College. The team
will also venture to Laramie for a

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced· to 5c
per word and the minimum nwnher or
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must bo made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159. afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)

Sebring .)-lair
Design for Men

2)

W. C. FIELDS
''

'·

=f.Zj""'

MISSISSIPPI

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Sprnys, Heat, or Other

Sissy Put Ons

ALSO Six Of A Kind

For Appointment Call
. 255·0166

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, Oct. 16 -7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ plus ID

}504 Centra/.A1·e. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

CLA§§IFIED
ADVERTK§ING

FOUND: Man's leather key case. Give
initials on back to claim. Doc, 256-2684.
19/21
FOUND: LADIES EYEGLASSES with
blnck frames. Found in west gr.nvcl
Parking lot nenr SUD. Mny elnim at Rm.
205, Journalism. 10/20
FOUND on campus on Tuesday 10/13 black
puppy with black collar, call 1-865-9964.
10/20
LOST: GREEN suede purse, wallet, J.D.'s
nnd pictures. Ke~p money, but l'llE'asc return the rest. No questions asked. Reward offered. 277-3194. 10/19.
LOST-a gr.,y female kitten at Stanford
Block l'arty: call 842-8950. 10/19
$20 REWARD !or information lending to
return of Red Columbia bicycle. thr(!e
speed handgrip gear, serial No~ 8096102.
Call Mark 877-9181. 10/19
MEN'S BLACK frame glasses with oasc.
Lost ncar Hol<ona. Charles-277-2986.
10/16

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

5)

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

15¢ EACH ...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00
6820
Menaul Blvd.,
N.E.

FlEE l\CS!EitS CLUS CA!tD
YOUR TICKET TO ONE FREE FOOD ITEM A MONTH

Page 6

ENCLOSED$'----

ASUNM FILM

COMMITTEE

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

EMPLOYMENT

EARN EXTRA $80-$90 week. Call 299-0770
8 om. daily, 10/16

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW MEXICO INDEPENDENT PARTY
workers urgently needed. Call 242-9767.
10/20

Sat. f:l Sun.. 7:00 f:l 10:00 p.m.
Oct. 17-18 soc plus Student m

WILL PAY for live trout to stook pond.
Cnll 256-0688 nfter 5 pm.

Friday, October 16, 1970
NEW MEXICO LOBO

FORSALE

1970 BSA 650 388 miles $1275. Call 2772361. 10/IG
TRAVELING SKI LODGE. 1969 VW cUBtom made. One of a kind. 24,000 miles.
R<!frigeratctr, stove, air.. conditioning~ ski
lockers, perfect condition. Private party.
Asking $4300. 345-1717. 10/22
1969 ICASTINGER' SICIIS, Nevada toe,
cable bindings, 185's, used one Benson,
$65. Call 344-0654. 10/20
1968 TRIUMPH Bonnevil!e, new motor.
tire, paint. $925. Ed HaddaWay, 110
Arno SE. 10/19
200 USED TV's-nll styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 10/16

6)

Ask the Red Top manager for your

SERVICES

MGA 1600 fair condition,. new top and
other things. Cnll 844-3947. 10/21
1952 JEEP S.W.. four wheel drive. Call
after 5 pm. 299-8864. 19/21
EIGHT NEW zig-zng sewing mnchines with
full factory guarantee. Nationally advertized brand to be sold for $35 .,.,b..
Monthly pnyments available. These machines may be inspected in warehouse at
United Freight Sales. 3920 Son Mateo
NE. 9-9 Mon·Fri, Set till 6. 10/19
1970 STEREO CONSOLES (WalnUt) 4spen.kcrs, $88. Also stereo component systems complete with Garrard chnngerf
speakers and dust covers. Extra jacks
for additional tape deck. $79.95 or
monthly paymentll, United Freight SnlM.
3920 San Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat.
till 6. 10/19
.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

LOST & FOUND

DIETING 1 Get help from experimental
program. Meeting Wed. 10/21/70 at 5:30
pm. Mitchell Hall 116. 268-7767 alter
6:00. 10/22
TYPING-fast, experienced service---eJcc..
tric-reasonablc. 119 Vassar SE. 247·
2942 anytime. 10/22
n14T
PRIVATE PARKING available soon. Low
monthly rates. For in(onnntion and res..
ervations call 296-8161. 10/19
TYPING. IBM Eleetrie typewriter. Near
Univel'llity. 256-3181. 10/16

RATES: 7¢ per wor:;!.-$1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals'
5. For Sale

PERSONALS

READ three times inBtcr. Raise grades
cut study time. EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS. Class starts Monday,
Oct. 27, 6-9 pm. For inionnation call
265-6761. 10/19
HELEN, since Mnmmn won't !et me .sec
you anymore, get your partr!l1t made at
the University Photo Serv1cc. Waldo.
10/21
UNM ARTISTS what nrc you doing? Submit your creations for publication in the
Thunderbird. Deadline Oot. 30, Rm. 205,
Journalism Bldg. 10/20
WANTED : Boy with white hu.ky type dog
nt UNM-San J osc football game last
Saturday evening. Call 256-0688 arter
5 pm. 10/19
THUNDERBIRD literary ami nrt magazine need-; fiction, art, poetry, etc.
Deadline Oct. 80. Rm. 205 Journalism
Bldg.
HELP our Earth. Buy biodt'll'radablc soap.
Stan. 268-7244, after 3. 10/.;.;16:_._ __
COMPLETE MIRAGE and-~~vcr now ln.
Pick up in Rm. 205, Journalism Bldg.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day,

iu7!nr~ s f~!lf

I
I

Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It's here to staythe same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3 1/z-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

3)

I

to stay!

dual meet against the University
of Wyoming.
UNM opens their. season Nov.
28 when they host Athletes in
Action of Oklahoma City. Despite
having no bearing on their 1·ecord,
the Lobos will have their hands
full as they take on eight former
NCAA All·American wrestlers.
The Lobos first home meet is
Dec. 12, against Southern Utah
College, while the first WAC meet
at home will be Dee; 19, against·
Wyoming.

Arizona State holds the WAC
record for the most points in a
single football game. The Sun
Devils scored 79 against Colorado
State last year.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

is here

REDTOP

Paul
Fleck
(15-10)

Andy
Garmezy
(16-9)

'

1:}-

Name
Larry Eckl
Bruce Boone
Paul Arndt
Dave Titus
Thomas Pautsch
Jerry Bellar
John Brooks
Samuel Bowe, Jr.
Zollie Williams
David Paetzold
Richard Diller
John Fredendal
Larry Hanna
Steve Ernst
Joe Ainsworth
Mart Hanna
Paul Lnbarrerc
Wade White
Dan Fitzgerald
ThomasPerz
Jeff Ohner
John Coyle
Steve Bradshaw
Mike Young
David Cook
Mike Sanchez
Ted Green
ShaunDunn
JamesMaki
Greg Keniston
Jim Root
Gary Pack
Chuck Ratley
Mike Boan
Mike Wellock
Gary Schneider
Phillip Archer
Greg Symons
Max Sanchez

Roger
Ruvolo
(17-8)

' :

*
*
*
Freshman Football Roster

518 Central S,W.
Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission· $4.00 (Movie)

• • •

Don Burge
and
Michael Blake
(18-7)

Jerry Hardy

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

Tourneys Highlight
UNM Wrestling Slate
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Editorial:

Student
Advisory
Boards

Student Advisory Board was
founded a year ago by Dean
Nathaniel Wollman. If nothing else,
the student and faculty advisory
boards were able to make it legal for
each department to waiver the
non-professional physical education
requirement. Next week the student

board will begin considering the
future of the four-semester language
requirement now compulsory in Arts
and Sciences. Progressive changes,
made for the over-all betterment of
the college seems to be the board's
theme.
Such advisory groups, however,

don't have to be the sole and private
innovation of a liberal arts college.
And since Arts and Sciences has the
largest enrollment, it would appear
somewhat easier for the smaller
colleges to set up their own student
advisories.
Dave Brands

'So Much For The Soviet-Sub-Base-In-Cuba Plan-Any More Budget-Raising Ideas, .. ?'
@!!If:{I$ (!J16:61,(J:7/MI' ~rr;

l'l;unff:WI~ '"" , -

·Ct/;Jt

PENTAGON fNC.

It is high time for every college in

UNM to follow the College of Arts
and Sciences' example as to student
advisory committees.
The trend across the United States
is to incorporate more students in
the government of their respective
colleges. UNM's All-University
Governance Committee is keeping
pace with this·trend.
Am 6ng four preliminary
recommendations made last month,
the committee proposed a University
Council consisting of members form
every segment of the University,
including alumni, which would
"consider and investigate any
question of concern to the
University community as a whole,"
and "would be empowered to
recommend action to any basically for the alums, "let them
decision-making body or officer of also dish out the money."
the University."
Evidently she doesn't realize that
•
Another proposition suggests a set the alumnus of schools all over the
of recommendations submitted to country donate millions of dollars
every college for establishing a annually to maintain the operation
"means by which students can have of both colleges and universities. The
an effective voice in curriculum
student's tuition ar:d f?es
planning and academic policy." individual
don't go very far when cons1denng
Barring campus political reform, this the total income and operating
could be the most important budgets of modern times. Her's
By ERNEST KILKER
academic innovation the University doesn't go very far here at UNM.
and JULIAN SKOLNICK
has ever had. But it seems every
"I think, therefore I am."
UNM's Homecoming is also of
college, with Arts and Sciences as the great
to the community Descartes' contribution to rare air
exception, are waiting patiently, if aroundenjoyment
us.
The
tour
that residents consciousness, effectively removes a
not passively, for the final make to view house decorations
each person from the world. After all, a
recommendations in January. If the year is a big thing in the Duke City. university's function is to contribute
Regents accept the governance As I was growing up here in to the cerebral side, i.e., the "only
committee's proposals, student Albuquerque the trip onto the side" of your education. Like the
departmental advisory boards will campus each fall was one of the moral imperatives delivered to new
probably be set up. But if the highlights of the year for myself and recruits in the army, students are
Regents should reject the proposal friends.
told (implicitly, of course); "Kid,
for faculty-student course planning,
To cut the public and alumni off you're a man now. We can't take any
it is possible for various colleges to from the tradition that has been time with you. Our job is only to
continue their antiquated built around UNM's Homecoming push you through and make you
faculty-planned-faculty -oriented over the past 60 years could be a functional. We will break your
formats.
contact with yourself and an
fatal step.
The College of Arts and Science
so that you will fit into
individual
As for letting "the Greeks have
their fun, and let them pay for it," our system."
If it hurts, hold your breath.
Laidlaw doesn't realize how they do.
Hundreds of man hours and dollars Remember, how you did that when
go into the construction of the floats you were a kid and felt that
and house decorations. Sure, the "grown-ups don't cry." If you need
fraternities, sororieties and service something, don't ask for it. If you
groups are competing for awards, but feel something, don't share it. For
the students and public are the ones catastrophe awaits every
that gain the real satisfaction from self-disclosure. Holding in your
feelings effectively cuts off your
the decorations.
The editor's biggest attack came circulation and allows you to
on the $1465.50 that has been function normally in a social sense.
allocated for the activities. That is a Systems have been known to
small sum when considering the function indefinitely on that basis.
Classes involving raps by "well
enjoyment brought to the campus in
past years by Dionne Warwick, the read" professors who hammer ideas
Kingston Trio, the Righteous into palpable pills best taken before
Brothers, Harpers Bazaar and Herb midterms and finals for maximum
return upon your investment,
Alpert.
Homecoming Tradition
Homecoming used to last three discourage feeling as neither
To the Editor:
days.
Now it's down to a day and a objective nor verifiable and in any
After reading Sarah ·Laidlaw's
editorial about Homecoming in last half. The people in school really did case, irrelevant to what is being
Thursday's issue of The Lobo, I enjoy the event over the past years. talked about (in very expanding
realized I had some opinions of my They "had fun in the crispy, breezy circles). For everyone knows feelings
simply don't compute. Control.
own on the subject-·ones that fall air." What is wrong with that?
Laidlaw's opinion that the money Control your voice, your attitude,
needed to be expressed.
Setting aside the 'benefits that could be used in a better way might (My, my aren't we hostile today?").
Homecoming might have for our be true, but that's true of a lot of the For godsakes, look interested. Drain
football team, the various queen money we spend today. Some of the your body and fill your head with
candidates and the general moral of money spent financing The Lobo the necessary artifacts which will
campus, I would like to point out this year and last might also have insure optimal performance under
stress conditions.
some of the more tangible benefits. been used in more relevant ways.
Education has long neglected the
Ideas such as hers have greatly
Homecoming has become a
affective
domain of experience in
tradition across the nation and each helped in reducing the success of our
year brings together students and school's Homecoming. They are favor of the cognitive (i.e. the
alumni of years past. The activities ideas that once again help the printed word, the laboratory
also usually honor one previous minority ruin a good thing for the experiment, theses and· dissertations
written on obscurities which find the
graduating class in particular. So, majority:
Mike McCormick student grubbing for detail so he
Laidlaw says that since the events are

Bema.

Bringing
• • peop Je
Together

Letters:

might make some original statement
on something, anything).
Traditional education is based on
the outmoded premise that nothing
is known unless it is objectively
quantifiable. Existential
phenomenology provides the
alternative. As Fritz Perls says,
"learning is the discovery that
something is possible." A student
encounters his teacher. I have needs.
My sensations, feelings, perceptions,
clatter for recognition. I am
confused. I won't. I can't. You can't
make me. I ask you to impose order
on my confusion. I ask you to take
the responsibility for me. You tell
me to stay with my confusion. You
say you are available to me with
whatever strengths and weaknesses
you have. I focus on the here and
now. I emerge from my confusion. I
know what I want. Here and know I
mobilize my resources. I seem me. I
see you. We touch each other's
worlds. I discover what I can do for
myself. I discover my strengths and
weaknesses. I am educating myself,
my whole being.
Everything you have read in this
rap is elephant shit, i.e. talking about
a process. Education that is talked
about is more food for the
computer. Education is an
experience, a growing experience.
One approach to the growth
experience is provided by the Human
Potential Movement, represented by
growth centers of which Esalen is the
most well known. New directions in
education being explored include
gestalt awareness training, fantasy,
role-play, physicalization,
meditation, group processing,
sensory awakening and others. These
are designed to join a student's
private experience to the public
world of subject matter. Some
assumptions of this movement are:
the organism has the intelligence, not
the intellect. Feelings are not
dangerous, but healthy. Not feeling
is dangerous. Awareness is
everything. Everything is awareness.
Self-disclosure, honesty and
responsibility for one's own feelings
facilitate better interpersonal
relationships and better education.
" L e tiing Go," a new student
organization, attempts by the
authOl's of this rap to bring people
together to enjoy, experience, give
and take from each other. We need
people open to their own
responsibilities. There will be a
meeting on Friday, Oct. 16 in room
G of the Honors Center at 7:30p.m.

·Laporte•s Body Found in Kidnap Car
By MIKE FEINSILBER
MONTREAL (UPI) - Quebec
Labor Minister Pierre Laporte was
murdered by the terrorist Quebec
Liberation Front (FLQ) Saturday
night. But police received a
handwritten letter from British
diplomat James Cross at noon
Sunday which said he was still
alive.
The letter was accompanied by
a communique from the FLQ
threatening to kill Cross if
separatist demands were not met
or if police tried to close in on the
kidnapers. The terrorists said their
demands were unchanged but
they "hoped to save the life of
Cross," Montreal police said.
It was the first direct word
from Cross in a week, and lifted
the spirits of this nation reeling
from its worst modern crisis and
stunned by the murder of
Laporte. It was Canada's first
political assassination in 102
years.
Laporte's body was stuffed in
the trunk of the car in which he
was kidnapped Oct. 10. Cross was
abducted five days earlier.
Police would not say officially
how Laporte died, but most
reports said his hands had been
tied behind his back and he was
shot in the head.
Canada planned a state funeral
for the slain minister, at the same
time holding open its latest offer
to Cross' kidnapers to release their
captive alive.
The letter from Cross, written
Saturday night after the murder
of Laporte, said police would
never find out where he is being
held, and if they did it would be
"very dangerous", a reference to

the terrorists' threat to kill him if
police closed in.
The government offered his
abductors a one-way ticket to
Cuba, and said they should turn
the diplomat over to the Cuban
consul on a bridge over the St.
Lawrence River, where a
helicopter waited for the first leg
of their journey to Havana. When
they landed, the government said,
the Cuban consul would free
Cross.
Trudeau Sunday expressed the
"shock and consernation that ail
Canadians must feel as they learn
of the death of Pierre Laporte,
who was so cowardly assassinated
by a band of murderers."
"As a Canadian, I feel a deep
sense of shame that this thing was
conceived in cold blood ... It is
our desire as Canadians to stick
together in this sorry moment in
Canadian history."
Trudeau vowed Friday that
"should there be harm done to
these men, the government
promises unceasing pursuit of
those responsible."
Trudeau called a cabinet
meeting at noon EDT.
Armed with the emergency
powers-giving police the right to
arrest without charge, hold
without bail and search without
warrant-the government rounded
up more than 280 suspected
separatist symphathizers. The
emergency act, suspending civil
liberties, had never before been
invoked in peacetime. The
government backed it up by
mobilizing 4000 troops to pt·otect
government officials and buildings
in Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec
City.

The car carrying the body was
found parked beside the Won-Del
aviation · ha!1gar in the civil
aviation section of the St. Hubert
Airfield, a Canadian forces
airbase, where many of the almost
2000 troops moved into Montreal
to
guard against FLQ
depredations.·
·
Laporte's murder climaxed two
weeks of rising tension in a
sudden and unexpected battle
over the separatist question, the
most serious problem Canada
faces.
The government tried for four
days to negotiate with the
kidnapers through their
representative, "revolutionary
lawyer" Robert Lemieux, later

seized in the wave of arrests that
followed the emergency powers
proclamation.
The government had pinned its
main bargaining position to an
offer of safe conduct out of the
country for the kidnapers
themselves. Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa, in a last ditch
try, refused the release of the 23
imprisoned separatists as
demanded by the FLQ but he
offered to try to secure early
parole for five of them and
passage to Cuba or Algeria.
Lemieux, shouting angrily that
the government's offer was "a
mockery," turned down the offer.
Lemieux said the five were due
for parole anyway, if the

government had not blocked them
for political reasons.
Throughout the affair, Mrs.
Cross was reported calm and
composed, steeling herself for an
ordeal.
Mrs. Laporte was overcome
with grief when her husband was
kidnapped right off the lawn of
their home, and placed under
sedation, later moving to a well
guarded downtown hotel with her
children as the days dragged on.
Laporte's fate seemed sealed
almost from the day of kidnaping,
He fell into the hands of the
militant "Chenier Finance" cell of
the FLQ. While Cross was taken
by the apparently more moderate
"Liberation" cell.

.

Jury Absolves Ohio Nat'l Guard
25 Students Indicated for Criminal Conduct
RAVENNA, Ohio (UPI)- A
special state grand jury Friday
absolved Ohio National
Guardsmen of blame in the fatal
shooting of four Kent State
University students and indicted
25 students and "agitators" for
"deliberate, criminal conduct."
The grand jury said guardsmen
acted in self defense when they
fired a volley into a group of
students on the Kent State
campus last May 4 during a
demonstration protesting
President Nixon's decision to
widen the war into Cambodia.
Those indicted were not
identified and a spokesman said
-------~~---
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they would not be until placed
under arrest.
The charges were expected to
include assault and battery and
trespassing, but Robert Balyeat,
who headed the grand jury
investigation refused to spell out
the offenses at a brief news
conference.
But when he was asked if
narcotics charges were included in
the offenses, Balyeat said; "That
would be for a separate grand
jury."
The panel said the "major
responsibility" for the campus
incidents of last spring "rests
clearly with those persons who are

r- -------- --- -

------ ------ ·---·-
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charged with the administration
of the university."
The report by the special grand
jury differed sharply with the
report issued by the President's
Commission on Campus Unrest
which held an inquiry into the
Kent shootings.
The commission blamed the
shootings equally on students and
guardsmen and said national guard
troops should never again go on a
college campus with loaded
weapons. The grand jury,
however, endorsed the use of live
ammunition by guardsmen when
needed.
(please turn to page 2)
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Attendance Poor at Most Events

Homecoming Dead or Dying?
By MICHAEL BLAKE
On the walk over to the Union
Friday night the campus looked as
though it were in the midst of
Christmas vacation. The lone
figures of a handful of students
appeared occasionally on the
sidewalks. None were in a hurry.
None bristled with the fervor of
Homecomings past.
The only external sign of any
change on the inner-campus was
the few, dimly-lit luminarios
perched atop the Union. Most of
the paper-sack lights had gone out
and the impact of the luminarios
on Homecoming night were
symbolic of Homecoming
197Q-dead on arrival for UNM's
legions of textbook toters.
Inside the Union it looked
lonely. Two campus police,
engaged in small talk, leaned
against a water fountain. A few
couples drifted aimlessly about
the lobby while inside the coffee
shop a folk-singing duo sang to
couples seated at the candle-lit
tables. But most of the candles
flicked without teflecting on
romantic, bubbly faces and the
singing echoed off the walls
because there wete so few bodies

Pops

Monday, October 19, 1970

to soak up the sound. In the
ballroom a dance was underway
but no applause or laughter or
music could be heard.
The ticket-taker for the big
Homecoming Dance 1970 looked
bored. What about attendance
tonight? "It's moderatemoderate to poor--pretty bad,"
he said. "At max I guess we've
taken in about $350." The
Homecoming Committee had
projected an income of $750 for
the dance but the figure had fallen
way below and now most people
were leaving. In short, it looked
like some 10-member polar bear
club !tad rented the Cow Palace
for their annual awards banquet.
The Union was empty and lifeless
and sad.
On fraternity and sorority row
the mood was different. Houses
were decorated, the public was
driving by to look at the various
themes and a good-time
atmosphere prevailed. It was
predictable. Tradition is the very
heart of Greekism and the Greeks
were enjoying it. The public and
UNM's alums were enjoying it
too. Ties are probably closest
between Greeks and alums. The

l>ops, the oldest active Lobo
supporter, is one of the few
traditions that will remain e'Vcn if
Homecoming dies.

UNM students of years past are
potential funding targets for their
heirs and many genuine
friendships have been made and
maintained throughout the years.
But for those in the dorms, and
the University ghetto it was a
night like all others-spent
smoking dope, studying, taking in
a movie or bullshitting.
I couldn't bring myself to
attend the parade but I did take in
the alumni luncheon the following
day at University arena. (Anyway
the parade was cancelled.)
For the most part the luncheon
looked like the creation of an
Ionesco for it came across as a
fine piece of absurdist theatre.
Alums and their wives and kids
filed into the cavernous arena in
their finest fall plumage,
descended the steps to the floor,
and then stood in line,
impatiently awaiting their box of
cheaper than Col. Sanders chicken
(including fries). Clutching the
little white boxes the UNM
returnees made their way to the
banquet tables. The turnout was
glum (about 250) but organizers
a~parently thought it would be
even less because soon the tables
were filled and the alumni took
up positions on the bleacher seats.
It looked incredible, jewelled
women and Esquirish men sitting
on uncomfortable bleacher
benches ripping away at cheap
chicken.
But the preposterous scenario
was upstaged by the antics of
retired {thank goodnt!ss) biology
professor Martin Fleck, who
served as master of ceremonies,
i.e. master of corn. After an
exclusive serenadf' by the UNM
band Fleck starting. bombarding
the small gro'up of alums with an
endless array of cornball jokes
(including a song which no one
could hear because he didn't use a
mike) and a series of lengthy,
cunning introductions of ancient
and revered alums.
Everyone was concerned about
Sam 'l'aggard's election and
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Queen

Although Homecoming
officials chose to ignore the
fact, Sam Taggard, a
20·year·old junior from
New York, is the 1970
H omecomjng q.ueen. His
election points out the
farcical nature of
Homecoming.

Student Senate's abortive attempt
to cut off Homecoming funds.
Fleck eased these fears by
introducing some Homecoming
organizers who gave brief speeches
assuring those present of the
continuation of Homecoming.
One horn-rimmed, nervous
organizer said yes, it was true that
a small group of "radicals-an·
archists-are trying to destroy our
great Homecoming tradition" but
affirmed the dedicatiOn of
everyone to continuing. Loud,
relieved applause. A student got
up and said the same thing. More
loud applause. Fleck told
everyone that they (the audience)
agreed with all this. Still more
loud applause.
As if to prove that
Homecoming was still alive and
thrashing, someone trotted out.
Sam's runners·up and said they
had been chosen (quickly)
"Football Queens." This really
made. the audience feel good. The
powers of darkness had been
defeated and the tradition had
truly been preserved het·e in this
empty arena. Standing ovation.
At this point Fleck registered a
real stand-up comic coup when he
said, !'When I was a young man in
the great state of Pennsylvania I
was told to go out West where the
suits were double·breasted and so

were the women and I'm glad to
see its still the same way."
Uproarious laughter.
Ferrel Heady got up to give his
standard spiel about the stability
of the University and how things
aren't as bad as all that (they
aren't) and how bad alumni
money was needed to meet
growth requirements ad infinitum.
Everything was over but the
ballgame, which was fun because
the Lobo's won (even though they
played poorly). There were no
halftime cel'emonies though and
that was ominous evidence of the
danger the tradition is in.
One point everyone seemed to
miss was that Homecoming really
is dead for most of the
students-they just don't care
anymore. It's only fair that the
alums have their fun each year.
The elders are just as entitled to
swill booze and groove on floats
as today's students are to puffing
on grass and freaking on roclt
music. In the future though the
alums will have to go it alone
(except for· the traditionconscious elements of the student
body). Homecoming in its
traditional form 'has been sent to
the great parade in the sky along
with raccoon coats and boola
boola and most students will feel
like it's just a routine obituary.
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